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Abstract 

A modern version of the Bonn One-Boson-Exchange potential has been used in 

a folded diagram expansion of the effective interaction appropriate for sd - shell 

nuclei. Two different techniques for the summation of the folded diagrams have 

been studied, including all one-body and two-body valence-linked diagrams through 

third order and using both a harmonic-oscillator (HO) basis and a Brueckner-Harlree-

Fock (BHF) basis. The folded-diagram expansion of Kuo and co-workers shows a 

slow convergence when the HO choice is made, whereas the vertex renormalization 

procedure of Lee and Suzuki results in a rapidly converging expansion for the 

effective interaction. The convergence is very good for both iteration techniques 

when the self-consistent BHF basis is used. 
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1 Introduction 

The modern versions of the Bonn meson-exchange model [1,2], fitted to the NN scattering 

data only, have been quite successful in reproducing properties of nuclear many-body 

systems. As an example we would like to mention that the binding energy and radius of 

the triton have been reproduced quite accurately [3]. Taking into account the relativistic 

features of the Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock approach it was even possible to obtain 

the empirical saturation point of nuclear matter using this interaction. Furthermore, 

recent microscopic nuclear structure calculations, employing the Bonn potential model 

[4, 5 J, show that the s<i-shell matrix elements turn out more attractive than in former 

calculations and compare well to the empirically derived matrix elements of Wildenthal 

and co-workers [6]. 

This success of the Bonn potential may very well be attributed to the weaker tensor 

force exhibited by the Bonn potential as compared to other realistic interactions. A 

measure for the strength of the tensor force is the predicted ZP-state probability of the 

deuteron, PD. Whereas the ZP-state probability of the Paris [7] and the Argonne V1 4 

[8] potentials are predicted to be PD = 5.8% and PD = 6.1% respectively, the Bonn A 

potential [2] used in [4, 5] gives a D-state probability PD = 4.4%. 

In particular the increased attraction in nuclear structure calculations can be ascribed 

to the weaker tensor force [2, 9]. This feature can be understood from an inspection of 

the Brueckner (7-matrix, which accounts for the elfccts of two nucleon correlations. The 

G'-matrix is obtained from the bare NN interaction V by solving the Bethe-Goldstone 

equation 

G{y>) = V + VQo - |—— QoCM (1) 

where u> is the starting energy, roughly speaking the energy of the interacting nucleons, Q0 

the Pauli exclusion operator which prevents scattering into intermediate states forbidden 

by the Pauli principle and T the operator for the energy of the interacting nucleons in 

the intermediate state. The (7-matrix can be compared to the scattering matrix, used to 
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describe the scattering of two free nucleons. The scattering matrix, evaluated on-shell, 

should be identical for all realistic NN interactions which fit the experimental phase shifts. 

Comparing G with the scattering matrix, one can see that the matrix elements of G are 

in general less attractive than those of the scattering matrix, since in the Bethe-Goldstone 

eq. (1) the attractive terms of second and higher order in V are quenched with respect to 

the corresponding terms in the scattering matrix by the effects of the Pauli operator and 

the negative values for u>. This quenching is large for an NN interaction V containing 

a strong tensor force, because this gives rise to large contributions of second and higher 

order in V. Therefore the G-matrix for a potential containing a strong tensor force is less 

attractive than a G-matrix obtained from a potential with weak tensor components [2, 9]. 

This G'-matrix can then be used to define an effective shell-model Hamiltonian, which 

accounts for configurations not contained in the shell-model space under consideration. In 

an energy-dependent formulation a perturbative expansion for this effective Hamiltonian 

may be written as 

H„}{il) = H0 + V.„(H). (2) 

Here ft is the energy of the state to be calculated. The unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 con

tains the kinetic energy and an appropriate single-particle potential U, which defines the 

single-particle basis and should be chosen to optimize the convergence of the following 

expansion for Vcjj 

Vr„W = G + 6^9-G + C^-G^-G + .... (3) 

The operator G contains the G-matrix as a two body operator and the single-particle 

potential U (G = G - U). The operator Q excludes those many-body configurations, 

which are contained in the model space. Conventionally the different contributions to the 

perturbative expansion of Vcl[ are identified in terms of diagrams. Using this graphical 

representation, one can formally remove the explicit dependence of Vej/ on the energy ft 

to be calculated by adding the contributions of the so-called folded diagrams. This leads 
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to the energy independent formulation for Vejj 

VC„ = G + G—Q—Ver,\ ^ A . (4) 

u) - Ha Ivalence linked plus folded diagrams 

The first attempts [10] to investigate the above renormalization of the effective in

teraction were so successful, that the problem of deriving an effective shell-model in

teraction seemed to be solved. Further attempts to improve these results however met 

with only partial success. Other studies including higher order effects in the perturbation 

expansion given by eq. (4), led to the conclusion that the perturbative expansion of the 

effective interaction in terms of the G-matrix might not converge [11, 12]. Schucan and 

Weidenmiiller [13] even pointed out that the order-by-order expansion will ultimately di

verge when so-called intruder states are present The intruder states are usually low-lying 

collective states or core-deformed states with energies close to or even below the energies 

H for the model states to be calculated. Typical intruder states for e. g. sd-shell nuclei 

such as 1 8 0 are four-particle-two-hole core-deformed states. 

One way to handle intruder states is that of introducing an enlarged model space 

which includes intruder states. Such calculations do however become prohibitively time-

consuming for nuclei heavier than sd-shell nuclei. Therefore, matrix-inversion techniques 

have been derived which account for correlations outside the shell-model space in a non-

perturbative way. Recent calculations along this line by Skouras and Miither [14] using 

the so-called BAGEL approach [15], give results which are in satisfactory agreement with 

the empirical data. One problem of such calculations is the removal of unlinked diagrams. 

Until now this can rigorously be done only for correlations arising from excitations of two 

oscillator quanta above the shell-model states. Another problem of these investigations 

is the accurate treatment of the energy dependence in the G-matrix. 

There are also other approaches which aim at overcoming the divergence of the 

order-by-order expansion of Hcj/. One may e.g. regroup the perturbative expansion and 

perform infinite partial summations to facilitate the convergence. One such possibility is 

the summation of the folded-diagrams as advocated by the Q-box approach of Kuo and 

co-workers as discussed in ref. [16]. Here non-folded linked-valence diagrams to a given 
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order are included in the (j-box. The folded diagrams are then generated by the folding 

of the (j-boxes. This regrouping has been shown to enlarge the radius of convergence 

especially if the physical states have a large overlap with the model space [16]. 

The convergence might also be improved by using an appropriate single-particle 

potential U to define the single-particle basis of the model space (see eq.(2) and discussion 

there). Conventionally the'potential U is approximated by a harmonic oscillator potential 

(HO), for which the oscillator parameter is adjusted to obtain radii for the nuclei under 

consideration, which are close to the experimental ones. A choice which is justified much 

better from theoretical arguments, is of course the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock basis (BHF). 

With this choice the matrix elements of G ( = G— U ) between states of the model space 

and those outside should be small, and this should yield a good convergence in eq. (3). 

In fact, it has been shown by Hjorth-Jensen et al. [5] that the order-by-order convergence 

of the effective interaction depends on thr choice of single-particle potential. Their 

results for a sii-shell model calculation for mass-18 show that the BHF basis facilitates 

the convergence of the perturbation expansion through third order, whereas the results 

obtained with a harmonic-oscillator (HO) basis exhibit a non-convergent behavior. 

The main purpose of this work is first to study the convergence of the folded-diagram 

expansion using both a self-consistent and a HO basis. To study the summation of the 

folded diagrams, we compare two approaches to the folded-diagram expansion, i.e. the 

folded-diagram or self-energy insertion procedure as discussed in ref. [16] and the vertex 

renormalization procedure of Lee and Suzuki [17]. 

Secondly, to evaluate the Q-box, which is used as the starting point in both expan

sions, we have included all non-folded linked-valence diagrams through third order (these 

diagrams can be found in the appendix). Till now, only non-folded diagrams to second-

order have been evaluated in folded diagram calculations, see e.g. refs. [4, 18]. It is then 

of interest to see how the results of a folded-diagram expansion with a third-order Q-box 

compare to the expansion of the effective interaction through third order in perturbation 

theory. 
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The calculations have been performed with version A of the Bonn potential, defined 

in table A. 1 of ref. [2]. This potential has been fitted to describe the NN scattering 

phase shifts considering the exchange of w, p, ui, S, i) and a mesons. This potential 

yields a weak tensor force. In addition to the nice features of such a weak tensor force 

discussed above, this weak tensor force improves the convergence of the expansion with 

respect to the energies of the intermediate states taken into account [19]. 

In the next section we review some of the basic ideas underlying the theory of 

folded-diagram effective interactions. Details of the calculations are given in section 3. 

The results of our calculations are then presented in the subsequent section, including the 

spectra of the sd-shell nuclei ,sO and 1 S F , which we have chosen to test the convergence 

of the effective interaction on. The spectra for some heavier srf-shell nuclei, 20Ne and 
2 2 .Vc, derived from the two-body effective interaction are also included. Finally, some 

conclusions are drawn in section 5. 

2 Shell-model effective interactions 

The many-body Schrodinger equation for an /1-nucleon system is given by 

/ /* j ( l , . . . , / l ) = £;,-*,-(l,...,/4) (5) 

with 

H = T + V 

T being the kinetic energy operator, V the operator for the NN interaction and £, and 

*, the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for a state i in the Hilbert space. Introducing the 

auxiliary single-particle potential U, H can be rewritten as 

H = Ho+H,; H0 = T + U; H, = V-U- (6) 

If I' is chosen such that //; becomes small, then H/ can be treated as a perturbation. 

The eigenfunctions of H0 are then the unperturbed wave functions |v>) w ' l n E0 as the 

respective eigenvalue. 
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Usually, one is only interested in solving eq. (5) for certain low-lying state.. It is 

then customary to divide the Hilbert space into a model space defined by the operator P 

P = EWW (7) 
1=1 

with d being the size of the model space, and an excluded space defined by the operator 

Q 

Q = E w m (8) 
such that PQ = 0. 

The assumption then is that the components of these low-lying states can be fairly well 

reproduced by configurations consisting of few particles and holes occupying physically 

selected orbits. These selected orbits then define the model space. 

Eq. (3) can then be rewritten as a secular equation 

PHcllPy>i = P{H0 + VCJf)P<Jfi = E;Pti (9) 

where Hejj now is an effective Hamiltonian acting solely within the chosen model space. 

An energy independent perturbative expansion for Hf/j has already been presented 

in eq. (4). However, if the order-by-order expansion exhibits a non-convergent behavior, 

one may introduce partial summation schemes which aim at overcoming this problem. 

To do so, we introduce the so-called Q-box, defined as 

QM = C M + GM—2—<?H + CM—2—GM—£--CM +... (io) 
UJ — no u — Ho OJ — tio 

which is actually the VeIf given in eq. (2) minus the unperturbed Hamiltonian and 

calculated for a value of the energy variable u>, which is not equal to the energy of the 

state to be calculated. 

The folded-diagram expansion for Vr!! of ref. [16] is then given by 

*li = Q-Q' JQ + Q' JQJQ-Q' JQJQJQ + ... (li) 

with / representing the folding operator. We will hereafter refer to this expansion as the 

folded-diagram (FD) expansion. The second term in eq. (II) is called the first folded 



term, and the diagrams contained in Q' are all diagrams of Q which are at least of second 

order in the interaction. Comparing the energy-independent representation of Vcl! in eq. 

(11) with the energy-dependent formulation of eq. (3), one sees that the dependence of 

Vrjl of the eneigy U is replaced by the unperturbed energy u> = Eo- The folded diagrams 

in eq. (11) then account for the removal of the explicit dependence on the energy Q in 

eq. (3). It can then be shown, using either time-dependent [16] or time-independent [17] 

perturbation theory with a degenerate model space, that an iterative solution to Vrjj is 

given by 

Kjfi^o) - ^ m l - 1 ^ - [ K f j ) (12) 

where V^j is evaluated at a given unperturbed energy E0. If V}^j = K/T' ' • t n e iteration 

is said to converge, in the limiting case n - t o o , the solution Vffi agrees with the 

formal solution of Brandow [20] and Des Cloizeaux [21] 

For the case of a one-dimensional model space, the formal solution (13) is simply a Taylor 

expansion for the energy to be calculated obtained by expanding the energy-dependent Q 

around its value at the unperturbed energy Eo- The expansion in eq. (12) is customarily 

rewritten as 

K// = E F , (14) 
»=o 

where F, is the term including i foldings. We have 

/ • ' . .= Q 

F t = * ' * (15) 
F 2 = QiQQ + QiQQ 

/••i = Q3QQQ + QiQiQQ + Q2QQ1Q + Q&QQ + Q1Q1Q1Q 

and so forth, where we have defined Qm = - ^ T - ^ L - F , , . 

The expansion in eq. (13) diverges when intruder states are present in the low-

lying spectrum. In this case the folded-diagram (FD) expansion becomes unstable. The 



divergence of the perturbative expansion does not necessarily imply that the iterative 

solution leading to the folded-diagram expansion diverges. In fact, it was shown in 

ref. [17] that the expansion given by eq. (12) may result in convergent solutions even 

if intruder states are present. If the FD expansion converges, the converged solutions 

are then those states with the largest overlap with the chosen model space. Thus, if 

the coupling between the shell model states and the intruder states is weak, the derived 

effective two-body Hamiltonian is expected to reproduce fairly well the spectra of e.g. 

.•id-shell nuclei like 1 8 0 and 1 8 F . 

Another iterative solution has been presented by Lee and Suzuki [17]. Their effective 

interaction is defined as 

HtlI = H0+ lim Rn (16) 

with 

«,,= 
- n rt— 1 - 1 

1 - < ? 1 -E&n n R>. 
m = 2 A:=n-Tn+1 

<?• (17) 

The iterative procedure leading to the above expansion for Hc/j is in essence a vertex 

renormalization procedure. We will however refer to it as the Lee-Suzuki (LS) expansion 

and the terms R„ correspond to a certain resummation of the folded diagrams to infinite 

order. The LS expansion has also been found to converge even when intruder states are 

present. In this case the LS procedure yields the energy of those states which have their 

energy closest to the unperturbed energy. Therefore, in contrast to the FD expansion, 

the convergence of the LS procedure is independent of the actual structure of the wave 

functions of the eigenstates of concern. 

The structural difference between these two schemes can already be seen after the 

firs; iteration, namely 

Fi = QtQ (18) 

and 

ft, = —U-<J. (19) 
1 - C^i 
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If the perturbation expansion in eq. (4) diverges, the two different expansions for Hc/j 

will give different solutions for the effective interaction. 

The remaining problem in a nuclear-structure calculation using either the FD or the LS 

method, is actually what to include in die Q-box. Normally, see e.g. refs. [4, 18], only 

linked-valence diagrams through second order have been evaluated in a folded-diagram or 

Lee-Suzuki expansion for Vejj. (One-body diagrams 1-1 to 1-4 and two-body diagrams 

2-1 to 2-4 in the appendix.) 

3 Details of the calculation 

To calculate the FD or LS effective interaction we first need to calculate the Brueckner G-

matrix by solving the Bethe-Goldstonc equation. The latter, in a form consistent with the 

Blanckenbecler-Sugar approach for free scattering [2], has been solved for various starting 

energies ui, with u = -140, -90, -50 , -20 , - 5 MeV. The Pauli-ej-clusion operator in 

eq. (1) is then defined such as to prevent scattering into intermediate, particle states with 

a nucleon in 0s or Op states or both nucleons in the Is — Od or \p — Of shell. The ladder 

terms with two particles in the \p — 0 / shell are taken into account explicitly when we 

evaluate the diagrams which enter the Q-box. 

The self-consistent BHF single-particle wave functions have been calculated in a 

basis of harmonic oscillator (fiui = 13.281 MeV) states considering basis states up to 

>.\ + L = 20 with radial quantum number N — 0,1,... . This basis was sufficient to 

guarantee the independence of the results of the oscillator length. 

It has been shown by Kuo and co-workers, see e.g. [16], that the Q-box is defined 

as the sum of all linked and irreducible non-folded diagrams. The effective interaction 

llr/! then consists of folded and non-folded linked irreducible diagrams. A diagram is 

considered to be linked if every vertex is connected (directly or indirectly) to particles 

within the model space, and a diagram is said to be irreducible if between each pair of 

successive vertices there is at least one hole state or a particle outside the model space. 
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Some examples of different types of diagrams are given in figure 1. Diagrams (a) and (b) 

in figure 1 are then examples of linked and irreducible topologies, while diagram (c) is 

an unlinked diagram. Diagram (d) is a linked reducible diagram. The railed lines denote 

particles outside the model space. 

The Vr/f given by eq. (12) also contains one-body diagrams. The sum of the one-

body contributions is actually what determines the i70 energies. We have then replaced 

llo in eq. (9) by H"pt, i.e. yielding the experimental sd-shell single-particle energies, 

with sdl/1 - t - j V 2 = 5.08 MeV and E, - st = 0.87 MeV. As this accounts for the 

one-body diagrams, they must not be included in V,tt. Ve!l should therefore include 

only two-body diagrams. For the first term in either the FD or the LS expansions (see 

section 2) this is easily done. We do not include the one-body diagrams in either F0 or 

Wo. For the other terms this cannot be done. This can be seen from figure 2, where we 

show a contribution to F2. This diagram has already been accountea for by H"pt as it 

is a twice folded one-body contribution with a passive valence line. We therefore have 

to separate from Ve!t all terms in which one-bcdy diagrams with a passive valence line 

are folded upon themselves. To this end we introduce the S-box, which consists of all 

one-body diagrams with a passive valence line. 

The FD effective interaction can then formally be defined as 

K = K{Q) - Fn(S) (20) 

to retain only the two-body connected diaprams. Similarly, for the LS expansion we have 

Rn = Rn{Q)-Rn(S) (21) 

with 

fl„(5) = 1 - 5, - £ Sm n Rk 
m—2 k=n—m+l 

-I 

S. (22) 

We have calculated the FD and LS expansions up to the fourth iteration. As one can 

see e.g. from eq. (12) the evaluation of folded diagrams of higher order would require 

the fifth or higher order derivative of Q with respect to the starting energy. Since the 
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G'-matrix is evaluated at five different starting energies only, these derivatives cannot be 

obtained in a reliable way. 

The above equations for Fn and fl„ apply to a degenerate model space, the extension 

to a non-degenerate model space being however straightforward [22]. Though, in this 

work we have only considered the case of a degenerate sd-shell model space in both the 

HO and the BHF calculations. The diagrams included in the evaluation of the (j-box 

were approximated by including excitations of 2hu> in oscillator energy, with an oscillator 

parameter 6 = 1.7677 fm (fi.ui = 13.281 MeV). All linked-valence non-folded diagrams 

through third order have been included in the evaluation of the (Q-box. 

The (j-box was evaluated at a fixed starting energy w = —10 MeV, which corresponds 

to an unperturbed single-particle energy of —5 MeV. 

We conclude this section by discussing the problems connected with the choice of 

the single-particle potential U defined in eq. (6). The auxiliary potential of a harmonic 

oscillator car. be modified by adding a constant Ua without changing the form of the 

single-particle wave functions. A first possible choice for this constant is to request that 

the single-particle energies for the \s0d states of the shifted harmonic oscillator are at an 

unperturbed energy of -5 MeV. This requires a constant Ua = -56.484, a choice which 

will be referred to as UHOI-

To study the sensitivity of the results on this choice of U0, we have also considered 

another choice for C/0. In this case we approximate t/ 0 to be the sum of all one-body 

diagrams through third order in perturbation theory. This corresponds to set diagram 1-2 

in figure 11 equal to the sum of diagrams 1-1 and 1-3 through 1-21. We will refer to 

this value as choice if HOI- It ought however to be remarked that this procedure is not 

fully self- consistent, since we do not take into account the modification of the wave 

functions and the single-particle energies due to the change in U. However, this point 

of departure can be justified by our limiting the area of research to a degenerate model 

space. As previously remarked, we have restricted our BHF calculation to a degenerate 

model space as well. 
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The resulting U0 values for both calculations HOI and H02 are shown in table 1. 

4 Results and discussion 

4.1 Energy dependence of the Q-box 

In section 2 we outlined two ways to take into account the folded diagrams which 

enter the expansion of the effective interaction: (i) the method of grouping according to 

the number of folds (FD) and (ii) the Lee-Suzuki iteration method (LS). To obtain the 

effective interaction we need to know the Q-box and its derivatives at a single energy. 

The obtained energy independent sd-shell matrix elements can then in turn be used to 

calculate the spectra of any sd-shell nuclei. 

Furthermore, when studying the reliability of the above expansions for HCJJ, the most 

important question is actually whether they converge or not and which factors influence 

the convergence. As can be seen from eqs. (12) and (17), the energy dependence of 

the Q-box is of central importance. Since the Q-box employed in this work is the sum 

of all non-folded linked-valence diagrams through third order, one ought to find the 

energy dependence of the Q-box to be more pronounced the higher the order of the 

diagrams included. This can be seen from table 2, where we list the values of some 

selected diagrams through third order with a HO basis. The diagrams listed in table 2 

are all of comparable size in absolute value, and it is clearly seen that the third-order 

diagrams exhibit the strongest dependence on energy when one compares the relative 

increment for each diagram. A similar conclusion was reached by Shurpin et al. [18]. 

They calculated the folded diagrams using four approximations to the Q-box, starting 

with the inclusion of all diagrams up to second order in G and ending up with diagrams 

to second order in G plus hole-hole and particle-hole phonons. The latter calculation, 

involving selected higher-order effects, resulted in a much more pronounced dependence 

on the energy as compared to the first approach to the Q-box. Similarly, the higher-order 

derivatives exhibited a larger increase compared to the calculation including all diagrams 
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through second order only. It was then shown by Shurpin et al. [18] that larger Q-box 

derivatives led to a slower converging FD expansion. This can easily be understood from 

the structure of eqs. (12) and (15). 

Therefore, since some individual third-order diagrams exhibit a stronger dependence 

upon the starting energy u, we may expect larger Q-box derivatives, which may suggest 

that the effects of folded diagrams should be larger if third-order diagrams are considered 

in the Q-box. This conclusion, however, seems to be premature. One must keep in mind 

that there are almost fifty (see the appendix) third-order topologies which contribute to 

the Q-box. Many of these third-order topologies have been found to be quite large 

in absolute value [5, 11, 12J. Therefore one should not extrapolate from the energy 

dependence of some individual diagrams to that of all terms. Actually, we found several 

of the third-order Q-box derivatives to be smaller than those obtained with a second-order 

Q-box. Especially, the derivatives of the diagonal matrix elements tend to be smaller 

with a third-order Q-box. This is mainly due to the repulsive contribution from the one-

body-diagrams with a passive valence line. As shown1 in table 3, some total third-order 

contributions to the Q-box are repulsive. Furthermore, they tend to increase with energy, 

and hence result in a derivative of the third-order co 'nbution which is positive. The 

derivatives of the Q-boxes including all diagrams through tnird order tend therefore to be 

smaller than the corresponding Q-boxes up to second order in the interaction. This should 

improve the convergence of the folded diagram expansion if all terms through third order 

are included in the Q-box as compared to a calculation which only accounts for terms 

up to second order. All results for the energy dependence of the Q-box discussed so far 

have been obtained for the HO basis, the results in the BHF basis are quite similar. 

'Here we list the Q-box without the auxiliary potential U. The latter does not depend on the energy 
and is not included in the calculation of the derivatives. 
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4.2 HO sd-shell matrix elements 

The convergence is not only determined by the energy-dependence of the Q-box. Since 

our Q-box is an approximation including only terms up to third order in the residual 

interaction, the final result will depend on the choice for the auxiliary potential U in 

eq.(6). The rather promising results obtained in ref. [5] for the order-by-order perturbative 

expansion have led us to believe that the choice of single-particle potential might influence 

the convergence of the FD and LS expansions as well. In this subsection we present the 

results of FD and LS calculations with a HO basis, using two different auxiliary potential 

values, denoted by UHOI and UHOI and shown in table 1. 

To illustrate how the folded-diagram expansion for Vffj depends on the value of 

the auxiliary potential U we first compare the spectra obtained in subsequent steps of 

the FD expansion using UHO\ and UHO2 in figures 3 and 4, respectively. From the 

inspection of these figures one may be quite satisfied concluding that both methods yield 

convergence. This seems to be true in particular for the choice UHOI while the energies 

for the ground-state of uO obtained for the choice UHOI are fluctuating by a small 

amount even in going from n = 3 to n = 4. The convergence, which might be observed 

from the inspection of the energies, however, is not confirmed by the detailed analysis 

of the matrix elements resulting from the different steps of the FD expansion. As an 

example we display in table 4 the JT = 01 sd-shell matrix elements derived fro.n a 

FD calculation with the above values for U using a third-order (j-box. From this table 

one can see that the matrix elements obtained for the different choices of the auxiliary 

potential are quite different from each other. In particular the (ds^ds/J Vcjj Idyidj/i) 

matrix element obtained for UHOI is strongly non-hermitian, a feature which is much 

less pronounced for the auxiliary potential UHoi- Also one finds that the convergence of 

individual matrix elements with respect to me number of folds is very poor, such that one 

can not conclude after four iterations only whether the effective interaction has converged 

or not. Similar non-converged results where also found for other JT combinations. 
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To better understand the dependence on U for the FD expansion we recall eq. (20) 

F» = f - ($ ) - Fn(S). 

It can be seen that the absolute values of the Q- and 5-boxes might influence the con

vergence behavior of the FD expansion. For higher-order folds, say n = 3, both F3{Q) 

and F3(S) will contain terms like Q3QQQ and 53555, respectively. Thus, if e.g. a 

particular matrix element in the 5-box is large due to the choice of U, also the cor

responding matrix element of Q will be large and the effects will cancel in F0 and 

F,. For F2 or our example F3, however, large factors consisting of multiple powers 

of Q and 5 will persist, and this may slow down or even spoil the convergence. To 

demonstrate the dependence on U we deduce from tables 1 and 3 that for e.g. JT = 01 

d3/2d3/2 | Q ^3/24/2) a contribution of -14.4 MeV is obtained for UHOI, whereas UHO\ 

results in -1.30 MeV. Therefore, the contributions from folded diagrams of higher order 

will be large for matrix elements like (db/2ds/2\ Q3QQQ \d3/td3/2^ , and its hermitian 

conjugate as well, using Uno2 but smaller for the choice Uno\- Recall that a matrix 

element like the above represents a summation over model-space configurations, i.e. 

Q3QQQ = Q3PQPQPQ. Thus, a matrix element like (d3/2d3/2\Q ^3/2^3/2) might 

actually appear thrice in (ds/2db/2\ Q3QQQ \d3/2d3/2)• Clearly, with the UHoi choice 

the latter term might become fairly large. 

Therefore we see that the large non-hermitian components obtained with UHO2 are a 

direct consequence of the fact that in this case we have chosen the auxiliary potential in 

a global form without paying any attention to the individual contributions to Q or 5 for 

the single-particle states. 

For the Lee-Suzuki scheme we do also observe that the resulting energies depend on 

the auxiliary potential, though this dependence is less pronounced. Also in this case we 

observe large non-hermitian components for the auxiliary potential UHO2 (compare tables 

5 and 6). The convergence of the LS method is slightly better when the UHOI choice is 

made. 

The deviations obtained in the iteration steps 3, 4 and 5 of the LS method are con-
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siderably smaller than the corrections obtained in the corresponding steps of the FD 

expansion. We then conclude that the LS method converges better than the FD scheme 

for both auxiliary potentials under investigation. This is confirmed by the inspection of 

the energy spectra. When we compare the Lee-Suzuki and the folded-diagram schemes, 

see e.g. figures 3 and 5, it turns out that the Lee-Suzuki scheme gives a reasonable 

result already after the first iteration, almost irrespective of whether we use a second or 

a third-order Q-box. (By reasonable we mean a result which is close to the s<i-shell 

matrix elements after four iterations.) The latter results obtained with the LS method do 

also suggest that the dependence of the Q-box of the starting energy can very well be 

linearized since terms involving higher-order derivatives arc negligible. 

The convergence of the FD expansion is much worse. In particular, for the two-

particle states with JT = 01 we find differences in some matrix elements going from 

the third to the fourth order in the FD expansion, which are as large as 20 percent of 

the matrix elements. This behavior can be understood from the following consideration: 

comparing eqs. (18) and (19) one finds that the LS scheme includes already after one 

iterative step all the terms which contain the Q-box itself and the first denvative of the 

Q-box. The success of the LS method as compared to the FD method, indicates that 

each successive term in eq. (11) is so large that the scries must be summed to all orders 

as done in the LS method. 

The differences between the FD and LS methods reported here agree with those 

reported by Shurpin et al. [18] and Miitlier et al. [23] when employing a second-order 

Q-box. As a check on the Lee-Suzuki results, the above authors do also find the final 

results to be in agreement with a self-consistent solution derived within the framework of 

the Brillouin-Wigner energy-dependent perturbation theory. What is interesting to see is 

that the qualitative difference between the LS and FD methods is valid for a third-order 

Q-box as well. 

In tables 5 and 6 we compare the third-order results for UHO\ and Vuoi with those 

obtained using a second-order Q-box. The UHOI choice does not only result in better 
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convergence when including all diagrams through third-order, it also offers a better pos

sibility to test the dependence of the convergence in the LS method on the order of the 

Q-box. This is due to the fact that the H02 choice might lead to arbitrary large second-

order or third-order Q-boxes, since UHOI ' S fixed independent of the Q-box considered. 

With f/;/oi being set equal to all one-body ccr.fributions to a given order, the expansion 

of the effective interaction is hence equally treated to any order. It can then be seen 

from table 5, that the smaller derivatives of the third-order Q-box result in a more rapid 

convergence of the effective ./T" = 01 interaction compared to 'Jie second-order case. 

Actually, for the third-order option, the size of the effective matrix elements after one 

iteration (R, in table 5) are essentially the same as those obtained after four iterations. 

With the inclusion of only second-order diagrams this convergence is somewhat slower. 

This differing behavior can be inferred from eq. (19). Clearly, if the derivative of Q is 

large(small), the larger(smaller) the difference between Ho and R,. 

Summarizing, we can say that for a HO basis both iterative schemes depend on 

the chosen value for (/, though the Lee-Suzuki procedure exhibits a much more stable 

convergence behavior compared to the folded-diagram method. Also, the inclusion of all 

diagrams through third order in perturbation theory leads to smaller Q-box derivatives 

and hence more rapid convergence of the effective interaction. 

The mass-18 spectra (shown in figures 5 and 6 obtained from the LS .sd-shell matrix 

elements are in rather good agreement with experiment [24], and especially the results 

for 'aO shown in figure 5. This findings compare well with the results reported by Jiang 

et al. [4) using version A of the Bonn potential. Within the HO basis, this new version of 

the Bonn potential seems to provide sufficient attraction to describe the binding energy of 

the nuclei with A = 18 as compared to the energy of the 1 6 0 core. The reported sd-shell 

matrix elements do also show a better agreement with the empirically derived matrix 

elements of Wildemhal [6J. Calculations employing older potentials with a stronger 

tensor force and including the effects of folded diagrams gave too little binding. This 

is also in line with the observation that the potential A yields sufficient attraction in 
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the BHF calculation of nuclear matter [2] and finite nuclei [25]. However, if one were 

to account for the presence of intruder states, say by using a phenomenological weak 

coupling procedure as done in [26] or through mitrix inversion techniques [14], more 

attraction would be introduced and the seemingly good agreement with experiment thus 

deteriorates. Actually, the JT = 01, the JT = 10 and JT = 31 states are all candidates 

for intruder states. One tan not foil then from e. g. the resulting , 8 0 spectra whether the 

calculated second lowest JT = 01 state corresponds to the experimental JT = 01 state 

at 3.G3 or 5.34 MeV in excitation energy. As the convergence of the Lee-Suzuki method 

is independent of the actual structure of the wave functions of the calculated eigenstates, 

one ought to account for the presence of intruder states in the model space defined by 

eq. (7). 

We end this subsection by discussing the results displayed in figure 7. In this figure we 

compare ihe spectra obtained for 1 8 0 including all diagrams in a perturbation expansion 

(FT) up to second (first column) and third (third column) order in the interaction with 

those obtained in the Lee-Suzuki scheme for calculating folded diagrams to all orders 

starting from a Q-box of second or third order. We find that the differences between 

PT(3) and LS(3) are fairly small. This tells us that the folded diagrams beyond those of 

third order in the interaction, which are not included in PT(3), yield a smal! correction 

only. However, also the results obtained in the LS scheme for a Q-box of second order 

(LS(2)) are quite close to those by PT(3). This indicates that all diagrams of third order, 

which are non-folded diagrams, have a large tendency of mutual cancellation. Although 

individual contributions of third order Q-box diagrams are quite large, their effect on 

the final spectrum is fairly well reduced. The PT(2) approximation does not contain any 

folded diagrams. The difference between PT(2) and LS(2) should mainly be due to the 

folded diagrams of third order in the interaction. 
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4.3 BHF sd-shell matrix elements 

The spectra for ,80 resulting from the folded-diagram and the Lee-Suzuki expansions 

for a BHF basis are shown in figure 8. We also list the .IT = 01 .s<Z-shell FD matrix 

elements for the various folds. These matrix elements are in turn compared with the 

corresponding LS matrix elements after four iterations. The results displayed in table 7 

and figure 8 show that the LS and FD results are practically identical after four iterations 

only and contributions from higher folds tend to zero rather rapidly, thereby justifying 

a calculation up to the fourth fold for the FD expansion. Contributions from Fn>A are 

expected to be negligible. The following remarks apply to the BHF case: 

(i) Third-order contributions are in general small [5]. Using the self-consistent BHF 

basis, the matrix elements which are responsible for the admixture of the (J-space are 

reduced. 

(ii) The net effect of the third-order diagrams is to reduce the final slopes of the Q-boxes 

as a function of energy, yielding smaller derivatives. This is in turn reflected in the 

convergence of both the LS and FD expansions. As can be seen from table 7, the various 

Fn are smaller with a third-order Q-box than with a second-order (j-box. Thus, with the 

inclusion of a!' diagrams through third-order, the effective interaction obtained after one 

iterative step is rather similar to the final one obtained after four iterations, 

(iii) The above rapid convergence is not only due to the smaller (j-box derivatives. 

Compared to the HO case, the BHF Q-box is in general smaller. The structure of 

the folded-diagram expansion as outlined in eqs. (12) and (IS) and as discussed in the 

previous subsections shows that the convergence of the folded-diagram expansion depends 

on the size of the Q and 5-boxes and on the cancellation between the BHF diagram and 

II, i.e. diagrams 1-1 and 1-2 in figure 11. This is to say that the convergence of the 

FD and LS expansion show a dependence on the chosen basis and auxiliary potential. 

Summarizing, we can say that the results so far indicate that the choice of the self-

consistent potential improves the convergence of the folded-diagram expansion. The FD 

.«/-shell matrix elements are practically identical *o the LS ones after four iterations only. 
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(We actually show in table 7 one of the poorest converged JT combinations, the other 

being JT = 10.) 

These results are in line with our earlier observation that the BHF choice facilitates 

the convergence of the perturbation expansion at low orders [5]. It should however be 

pointed out that the BHF matrix element? derived from the Bonn A potential result in 

spectra which are too compressed and in poor agreement with experiment [24]. This is 

probably related to the fact that the radii obtained for the self-consistent single particle 

wave functions are much smaller than the empirical ones [25, 5]. 

4.4 Spectra for Nuclei with A=20-22 

As we have just discussed, the BHF choice for the single-particle wave functions is not 

very realistic and also the matrix elements for the residual interaction in the se/-shell are 

quite different from the empirical ones. Therefore we return to the effective interaction 

obtained in the harmonic oscillator basis and try to test this interaction by employing 

it in shell-model calculations for systems with more than two valence nucleons in the 

.W-shell. As a first example we display the spectra obtained for 2 0/Ve in figure 9. Here 

and in the following the experimental spectrum is compared to the one obtained for the 

OBE potential A of ref. [2] considering (j-box diagrams up to third order and using the 

Lee-Suzuki scheme for calculating the folded diagrams employing the auxiliary potential 

"HOI- w e see from this figure that also the excitation energies of the low-lying states are 

reproduced quite accurately when the folded diagrams are taken into account. Considering 

the Q-box terms alone (see left column in figure 9) the excitation energies are around 

20 to 30 percent larger than the experimental values. The inclusion of folded diagrams, 

however, does not only improve the calculated excitation energies relative to the ground 

state of 2°Nc. Also the result for the ground state energy of the four valence nucleons 

relative to the core of ,60 is improved appreciably. While this energy obtained for the 

y-box alone is -47.40 MeV, the inclusion of folded diagrams reduces this quantity to 

-40.67 MeV, which is essentially identical to the experimental value which, corrected for 
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Coulomb effects, is -40.7 MeV. 

As a second example we also display the results for 22Ne in figure 10. The inclusion of 

folded diagrams reduces the calculated excitation energies. As compared to the example 

of mNe this reduction is smaller, typically around 10 to 15 percent of the excitation 

energy. The reduced importance of the folded diagrams in the T = 1 spectrum of 22Ne 

may be traced to the observation that die effect of folded diagrams is typically larger for 

the two-body matrix elements coupled to isospin T = 0 than for T = I. For the isotope 
22 Ne the T = 1 matrix elements are of larger relative importance in obtaining the effective 

interaction than in the case of 20Ne. The effect of folded diagrams is therefore slightly 

smaller. Also in this case, the folded diagrams shift the energy of the valence nucleons 

from -67.09 MeV (calculated without folds ) to -58.62 MeV, which is again in good 

agreement with the empirical value of -57.24 MeV. These examples demonstrate very 

nicely that the effective interaction derived in this paper from a realistic OBE potential 

without any free parameters yields a shell-model description of light nuclei in the sd-

shell, which is in very good agreement with the experimental data. 

5 Conclusions 

In this work we have examined the convergence behavior of two iterative approaches 

to calculate the effective interaction appropriate for nuclei near closed shells: (a) the 

folded-diagram expansion (FD) as oudined in ref. [16] and (b) the Lee-Suzuki (LS) [17] 

vertex renormalization procedure. As a starting point a G-matrix was calculated for a 

harmonic-oscillator (HO) and a Brueckner-Hanree-Fock (BHF) basis using version A 

of the Bonn potential [2]. A main aim of this work has been to investigate how the 

convergence of the folded-diagram effective interaction depends on the explicit choice 

of the auxiliary potential, defining the unperturbed hamiltonian. Furthermore, we study 

how the convergence of the folded diagram expansion is affected when not only all 

contributions of second order but also all non-folded diagrams of third order are taken 
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into account as the starting point for the folded diagram expansion. As a testing ground 

we have chosen to calculate the effective interaction for light nuclei in the .sd-shell. We 

list our main conclusions: 

• The modern version A of the Bonn meson-exchange potential yields sufficient 

attraction to generate a realistic interaction for the valence nucleons in the sd-

shell. This increased attraction may be due to the fairly weak tensor components 

of this potential. This is in line with observations made in calculating the ground 

state properties of nuclear matter [2|, finite nuclei [25] and the triton [3]. Recent 

investigations by Clajus et al. [27] of the nucleon-nucleon tensor force in the 

three-nucleon system do also favor a potential with a weak tensor force. We find 

that also the excitation spectra calculated for this interaction, assuming a basis of 

harmonic oscillator states yields an improved agreement with the data as compared 

lo results obtained with e.g. the Paris and Reid potentials [9, IS]. A nice agreement 

with the experimental data is obtained for the excitation energies but also for the 

total energies relative to the "'O core even for nuclei with more than two valence 

particles, when terms up to third order are taken into account. The nice behavior 

al. [^8] with a second-order Q-box. 

• The convereence of both ivralive scheme depends nn t!' - cho. -e if sing'^-particle 

methods is very good, whereas for a HO basis we find the FD expansion to yield a 

slower convergence. A good convergence of the LS method is obtained, when we 

choose to approximate the auxiliary potential by the sum of all one-body diagrams 

through third-order (referred to as calculation HOI in the text). 

• Thus, in addition to the dependence on the single-particle basis of the LS and FD 

methods, we find the convergence behavior of both schemes also to depend on 

the explicit value of the auxiliary potential I' when the HO choice is n.ade. This 
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dependence on U can be inferred from the structure of the two iterative schemes. 

The convergence is deteriorated if an auxiliary potential is considered which yields 

large terms for the one-body Q-box (like choice UHO2 discussed above). In this 

case one also obtains an effective interaction with large non-hermitian components. 

t To calculate the Q-box, which is the point of departure when evaluating the effective 

interaction, we have included all non-folded one-body and two-body diagrams 

through third order. In previous works along the same line only diagrams through 

second-order were included in the calculation of the Q-box [4, 18]. Studying 

individual diagrams of third order one expects a stronger energy dependence of 

the Q-box including terms of third order. This could deteriorate the expansion 

for the folded diagrams. Actually, we find the converse to be the case for many 

JT configuraiions. Several third-order contributions are large and repulsive and 

hence reduce the derivative of the total Q-box, leading to a faster convergence of 

the effective interaction. Similar results have also been found for the hole-hole 

effective interactions in the mass-14 and mass-38 regions [29]. 

• Our investigations of the Lee-Suzuki method show that the final result is much 

similar to the result obtained after one iterative step only, indicating that the folded 

diagrams obtained from the first derivative of the Q-box are very important. The 

above success of the LS method as compared to the FD method suggests that these 

contributions should be evaluated to all orders, as done in the LS method. 

• It does also turn out that the results obtained in perturbation theory up to third order 

(with inclusion of these folded diagrams) are very close to the ones obtained in the 

complete Lee-Suz'ki calculation, indicating that folded diagrams of third order in 

G are very important. 

• Though we find the BHF basis to yield a rather rapid convergence as compared 

with the HO basis, the resulting BHF spectra are too compressed and do not 

properly reproduce the experimental spectra. This is obviously due to the too small 
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radii obtained for the BHF single-particle states. The problem of a simultaneous 

description of binding energy and charge radius for the ground-state of light nuclei 

like ,eO still remains to be solved. 

One of us, (MHJ), would like to thank the H. H. Maschmanns Legat at the University 

of Oslo for a grant to cover travel expenses. 

Appendix 

The one-body and two-body linked-valence diagrams through third order included in 

the evaluation of the Q-box are shown in the Hugenholtz notation in figures 11 and 12 

respectively. Each topology is a sum of one to four diagrams, the one given in figures 11 

and 12 plus all those that can be obtained through the exchange of the external pairs of 

lines. Many of the third-order two-body diagrams give rise to non-hermitian contributions 

to the effective interaction. However, these diagrams are generally followed by similar 

diagrams, and the sum of the first diagram and its "companion" results in a hermitian 

contribution. The first of these diagrams is then labeled with an (A) and the second with 

a (B) in figure 12. 

The analytical expressions in an angular momentum representation for many of these 

diagrams can be found in the works of Barrett and Kirson [11] and Kassis [31], though, 

here we have used a method described by Kuo et al. [30]. By the use of this method, 

the analytical expressions are in general simpler compared to those obtained in the 

m-scheme, and moreover, they are less time-consuming from a computational point 

of view. 

To illustrate the advantages of this method we present the analytical expression of 

the two-body third-order TDA diagram (diagram 2-16 in figure 12). 

Following Kuo et al. [30], diagram 2-16 can be recoupled to give the diagram in figure 

13(b). Using the transformation properties of Racah or 6; coefficients, the expression for 
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diagram 2-16 is then given by 

[- '• y/M.^W^.Jz.M&y » J, J'j\ 1/2 1/2 V\ 
j . n J \ \ 1/2 1/2 7' 1 

x <«Ai| C(u,,) |cp,) (p,A2| C M |A,p2) (p26| G ' M |A2d) (23) 

whereu = c c + t j and the energy variables are u, = ui+e/,, — e», u»2 = w+e/,, +e^2— ej,—ec 

and u;i = CJ + e/,2 — e c. 

The cross-coupled matrix elements are defined as 

(afc|G|cd)= j - ^ + w + J + T ^ ! + S]aJ(\ + &]cld)J(2J + 1)(2T + 1) 

^T x E ( i . >, M ( ' / 2 i/2 r j ( 2 4 ) 

•/'.J* I u J» ^' J I 1/2 1/2 r J 

Compared to the expression presented by Barrett and Kirson [11], diagram 15 in then-

appendix, the number of summations is reduced by a factor of two, and the number of 

lij coefficients are reduced from eight to two. Furthermore, the cross-coupled matrix 

elements can be calculated once and for ail and read in by the main program together 

with the G-matrices. 
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HOI H02 

(dh/2\U \di/2) -26.19 -28.24 

-25.61 -28.24 

{dm\U \d3j2) -21.22 -28.24 

-20.38 -28.24 

<«i/»|f |»i/2) -27.41 -28.24 
-27.26 -28.24 

Table 1: Values of the auxiliary potential V for calculations HOI and H02. The first and 

second rows refer to a second-order and a third-order Q-box respectively. All energies 

in MeV. 
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JT h }i U H U) -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 

01 rf5/2 rf5/2 d,i. rfS/2 2-3 -0.342 -0.367 -0.396 -0.429 -0.468 

2^1 -0.275 -0.295 -0.318 -0.345 -0.377 

2-6 0.360 0.415 0.484 0.571 0.682 

2-9 -0.307 -0.354 -0.412 -0.485 -0.579 

2-16 -0.256 -0.295 -0.344 -0.406 -0.485 

2-17(A) 0.260 0.300 0.350 0.412 0.493 

Table 2: Dependence on the starting energy u> for various second-order and third-order 

diagrams included in the Q-box. The numbering follows figure 12 in the appendix. 

Diagrams 2-3 and 2-4 are thus second-order contributions whereas the remaining diagrams 

are third-order terms. All entries in MeV. 
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JT j a h j t id Q-U lst-der 2nd-der 3rd-der 4th-der 

01 ds/2 db/2 d5/2 rfs/2 -55.8233 -0.2953 -0.0183 -0.0019 -0.0003 

-54.2327 -0.1739 -0.0046 -0.0002 -0.0001 

10 rf5/2 d5/2 dm ds/2 -53.8960 -0.2798 -0.0168 -0.0017 -0.0002 

-52.8890 -0.2050 -0.0085 -0.0004 -0.0000 

01 d5/2 d5/2 d3/2 d3/2 4.4009 -0.0454 -0.0034 -0.0004 -0.0001 

-3.2650 0.0425 0.0066 0.0012 0.0002 

10 </ 5 / 2 ds/2 d3/2 d3,2 1.8511 -0.0153 -0.0014 -0.0002 -0.0000 

1.7822 -0.0209 -0.0021 -0.0003 -0.0001 

01 ds/2 d5/2 s1/2 s , / 2 -1.3103 -0.0221 -0.0017 -0.0002 -0.0000 

-1.3094 -0.0302 -0.0027 -0.0004 -0.0001 

10 db/2 rfs/2 s i /2 s i /2 -0.9759 -0.0258 -0.01,19 -0.0002 -0.0000 

-1.2145 -0.0449 -0.0041 -0.0006 -0.0001 

01 d3/2 d3/2 d3/2 d3/2 -42.4397 -0.2676 -0.0161 -0.0017 -0.0002 

-42.0630 -0.1313 -0.0007 0.0008 0.0002 

10 d3/2 d3/2 d3/2 d3/2 -42.9686 -0.2485 -0.0144 -0.0015 -0.0002 

•42.0952 -0.1833 -0.0072 -0.0003 0.0000 

Table 3: The Q-box without the auxiliary potential and its derivatives for various config

urations. In each case the first and second rows correspond to the results with a second 

and third-order Q box respectively. 
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JT ia jb u U F0 F, F2 F3 F< V,,j 

01 d5/2 di/2 d5/2 rf5/2 -3.010 0.427 -0.095 0.025 -0.013 -2.666 

-3.010 0.229 -0.179 -0.070 -0.019 -3.049 

ds/2 d5/2 d3/2 d3/2 -3.265 0.542 -0.110 0.024 -0.010 -2.820 

-3.265 1.215 0.567 0.289 0.072 -1.122 

rf5/2 ^ 5 / 2 * l / 2 "1/2 -1.403 0.290 -0.092 0.035 -0.019 -1.189 

-1.403 0.228 -0.084 0.002 -0.011 -1.268 

^ 3 / 2 <<3/2 ^ 5 / 2 dh / 2 -3.265 0.321 0.026 -0.057 0.038 -2.937 

-3.265 0.550 -0.023 -0.105 -0.051 -2.894 

d-i/1 di/1 ^ 3 / 2 <*3/2 -1.309 0.047 0.052 -0.048 0.030 -1.229 

-1.309 -0.502 -0.269 -0.173 -0.173 -2.323 

diii d3/2 " 1 / 2 S l / 2 -0.982 0.112 0.010 -0.030 0.025 -0.865 

-0.982 0.082 -0.002 -0.016 -0.011 -0.929 

«1/2 «1 /3 rf5/2 •*./> -1.403 0.646 -0.423 0.303 -0.225 -1.103 

1.403 0.483 -0.175 0.063 -0.037 -1.069 

«1/2 «1/2 rfa/2 dz/2 -0.982 0.472 -0.318 0.230 -0.172 -0.769 

-0.982 0.240 -0.040 0.033 0.022 -0.727 

*I /Z •>!// * l / 2 * l / 2 •2.910 1.108 -0.564 0.343 -0.232 -2.255 

-2.910 1.030 -0.352 0.120 -0.048 -2.160 

Table 4: JT = 01 FD .sd-shell matrix elements with a third-order Q-box. In each case 

ihe first and second rows correspond to the results with Uno\ and UJIOI respectively. 

The terms f\ represent the contributions from fold i (see eq. (20)). All entries in MeV. 
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JT u h u k flo R\ Ri R3 R4 

01 d m

 rfs/2 ^5/2 ^5/2 -3.441 -2.523 -2.676 -2.653 -2.658 
-3.010 -2.647 -2.649 -2.663 -2.659 

di/i di/i <tm d3/2 -4.401 -3.520 -3.460 -3.441 -3.445 

-3.265 -2.810 -2.807 -2.818 -2.814 

<*5/2 rfs/2 «1/2 si/2 -1-310 -0.954 -1.011 -1.001 -1.004 

-1.403 -1.173 -1.176 -1.183 -1.181 

^3/3 ^3/2 "s/2 rfs/2 -4.401 -3.371 -3.477 -3.458 -3.~46 

-3.265 -2.974 -2.932 -2.955 -2.949 

<<3/3 ^3/2 d

3 / 2

 d3/2 ->-407 -0.983 -1.082 -1.067 -1.070 

-1.309 -1.255 -1.225 -1.243 -1.238 

4>/2 rf3/2 «1/2 s i /2 -0-994 -0.727 -0.772 -0.764 -0.765 

-0.982 -0.885 -0.865 -0.878 -0.874 
s i /2 «1/2 d5/2 "<5/2 -1-310 -0.888 -0.955 -0.944 -0.945 

-1.403 -0.940 -1.018 -1.004 -1.006 

«i/j s i /2 d3/2 <tj/2 "0.994 -0.668 -0.721 -0.712 -0.713 
-0.982 -0.645 -0.704 -0.693 -0.695 

*,/., -2.617 -1.907 -1.954 -1.949 -1.949 

-2.919 -2.102 -2.166 -2.157 -2.159 
"1/2 

Table 5: JT = 01 Lee-Suzuki srf-shell matrix elements from calculation HOI. In each 

case the first and second rows correspond to the results with a second-order and a third-

order Q-box respectively. The terms R, represent the effective interaction after i iterations 

(see eq. (21)). All entries in MeV. 
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JT j a j h j c u R0 ft, ft2 R3 R„ 

01 rf5/, ds/2 rf5/3 ds/2 -3.441 -2.706 -2.704 -2.711 -2.710 

-3.010 -2.787 -2.888 -2.979 -3.032 

4 /2 4 / 2 4 /2 4 / 2 -4.401 -3.741 -3.595 -3.554 -3.554 

-3.265 -2.298 -1.762 -1.396 -1.180 

4/2 4 /2 «1/2 «i/2 -1.310 -0.975 -0.991 -0.992 -0.992 

-1.403 -1.213 -1.237 -1.254 -1.264 

4 /2 4 /2 4 /2 4 /2 -4-401 -3.487 -3.281 -3.221 -3.210 

-3.265 -2.800 -2.761 -2.813 -2.865 

4 /2 4 /2 4 /2 4 /2 -1.407 -1.361 -1.347 -1.344 -1.312 

-1.309 -1.677 -1.941 -2.208 -2.409 

4 /2 4 /2 «1/2 «i/2 -0.994 -0.742 -0.724 -0.717 -0.716 

-0.982 -0.906 -0.904 -0.915 -0.925 

«i/2 «1/2 4 /2 4 /2 -1-310 -0.940 -0.956 -0.959 -0.960 

-1.403 -1.044 -1.044 -1.047 -1.051 

«1/2 «1/2 4 /2 4 /2 -0.994 -0.785 -0.772 -0.762 -0.756 

-0.982 -0.808 -0.787 -0.776 -0.756 

«1/2 «1/2 «1/2 «1/2 -2-617 -1.919 -1.921 -1.920 -1.921 

-2.910 -2.124 -2.143 -2.143 -2.143 

Table 6: JT = 01 Lee-Suzuki .srf-shell matrix elements from calculation H02. Notation 

us in table 5. 
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JT J. h U 3d F0 F, F 2 F3 Ft Vtl, LS 

01 ds/2 d 5 / 2 d s n du, -1.494 0.217 -0.041 0.008 

-0.011 

"5/2 a 5 / 2 

«3/2 «3/2 

-1.494 0.217 -0.041 

-1.615 -0.090 -0.032 

-1.402 0.165 -0.025 

-1.205 0.013 -0.005 

-0.983 0.132 -0.025 

-1.009 0.005 0.004 

-1.402 0.041 -0.004 

-1.205 -0.001 0.001 

-0.461 0.016 -0.002 

-0.001 -1.311 -1.311 

-0.003 -1.752 -1.754 

-0.001 -1.259 -1.259 

-0.000 -1.198 -1.198 

-0.001 -0.873 -0.873 

0.000 -1.002 -1.002 

-0.000 -1.365 -1.365 

0.004 

-0.002 

4 / 2 rf5/2 s , / 2 5 , / 2 -0.983 0.132 -0.025 0.005 

-0.002 

0.001 

-0.000 0.000 -1.205 -1.205 

d3/2 d3/2 d 3 / 2 d 3 n -0.461 0.016 -0.002 0.000 -0.000 -0.446 -0.446 

-0.417 -0.019 0.002 -0.000 0.000 -0.434 -0.434 

«3/2 «i/2 «1/2 -0.652 -0.022 -0.003 0.001 -0.000 -0.632 -0.632 

"5/2 «5/2 

s l / 2 *l/2 «1/2 

-0.629 -0.019 0.004 -0.000 0.000 -0.645 -0.645 

-0.983 0.110 -0.025 0.006 -0.002 -0.893 -0.893 

-1.009 0.063 -0.006 -0.000 0.000 -0.952 -0.952 

-0.652 0.069 -0.014 I'.004 -0.001 -0.594 -0.594 

-0.629 0.054 -0.004 -0.000 0.000 -0.579 -0.579 

-1.153 0.114 -0.023 0.006 -0.002 -1.058 -1.057 

-1.151 0.089 -0.007 0.000 0.000 -1.068 -1.068 

Table 7: BHF JT = 01 folded-diagram .id-shell matrix elements. Notation as in table 

4. For comparison we also list the LS matrix elements after four iterations. In each case 

ihe first and second rows corresponds to the results with a second and third-order Q-box 

respectively. All entries in MeV. 
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Figure I: Examples of connected and disconnected diagrams. See text for further expla-
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Figure 2: A twice folded one-body contribution with a passive vaJence line to the FAQ) 

term in eq. (15). 
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Figure 3: Spectra for l 8 0 as a function of the number of terms n in F„ using the folded-

diagram method. The effective interaction has been calculated with a third-order <j-box 

and r,i()l as the auxiliary potential U (see table 1). All energies in MeV. 
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Figure 4; Spectra for l 8 0 as a function of the number of terms n in Fn using the folded-

diagram method. The effective interaction has been calculated with a third-order Q-box 

and UHOI as the auxiliary potential U (see table 1). All energies in MeV. 
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Figure 5: The 1 8 0 spectra derived from a third-order Q- box with Uno\ using the Lee-

Suzuki method. The effective interaction is given by Hc/f = H^xpt + Rn, with Rn given 

by eq. (21). All energies in MeV. 
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Figure 6: The , s f spectra derived from a third-order Q- box with f/«oi using the Lee-

Suzuki method. The effective interaction is given by Ht!l = H"pt + Rn, with ft„ given 

by eq. (21). AM energies in MeV. 
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Figure 7: Comparisons of perturbation theory (PT(i)) to a given order t and the Lee-

Suzuki method (LS(i)) with a Q-box of order i. The Lee-Suzuki effective interaction has 

been calculated with UHOi- All energies in MeV. 
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Figure 8: BHF spectra for IBO as a function of the number of terms n in F„ using the 

folded-diagram method. The effective interaction has been calculated with a third-order 

Q-box. The Lec-Suzuki (LS) results (after 4 iterations) are included for comparison. All 

energies in MeV. 
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Figure 9: Spectrum for 3°JVe obtained in the HO basis for the (j-box including all terms 
up to third order in the interaction (left column) and the one obtained after folded diagrams 
are included in the LS scheme using the auxiliary potential UHQ\ are compared to the 
experimental data. All energies are normalized with respect to the ground-state. The 
ground-state energies for the Q-box approximation is -47.40 MeV for the four valence 
nucleons outside the l 6 0 core, while the LS approach yields -40.67 MeV (Experiment: 
-40.7 MeV). 
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Figure 10: Spectrum for the T = 1 states of nNe. The calculated energies for the 
valence nucleons are -67.09 MeV in the Q-box approach and -58.62 MeV in the LS 
scheme (Experiment: -57.24 MeV). Further details see figure 9. 
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Figure I I : One-body diagrams in Hugenholtz notation without passive valence lines 

included in the evaluation of the Q-box. 
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(fig. 11 continues) 
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Figure 12: Two-body diagrams in Hugenholtz notation included in the evaluation of the 

(<)-box. 
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(fig. 12 continues) 
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Figure 13: Diagram 2-16 in figure 12 can be r^coupled as shown in (b). 
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